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Hello to all those Oldies athletes out there, cooped up in your homes. Yes, it has been a
tough period for us all and for now, the end of the shutdown still seems to be a distant
icker of hope whispering around in the breeze. With so many South Africans and others
around the world suffering even more than usual, as a result of this terrible pandemic, we
can be ever so thankful for the simple blessings in our lives, that we still get to enjoy.
Couple that with the ever-steady Oldies AC family of continued comms through social
media and support of one another, we will one day get to share that tarmac together
followed by a chilled amber liquid at the club (perhaps without the egg and sugar!!).

Following the President's speech last night, there remains a fair amount of uncertainty
related to the comment, “People can exercise under strict public health conditions”.
With these conditions still to be conrmed, we all need to take heed and continue with
our indoor cross-training and garden-pounding-brain-numbing-red-scribble-lined training
until the conditions are made clear. Hang in there, we have survived until now and have
actually come up with some novel ways of keeping up the tness levels and sanity. To
those of you that I have had the pleasure of watching on Strava, I am most denitely
blown away at what you have managed to achieve in such a small area…and at and
impressive pace! There will certainly be numerous rewards (and nes) dished out at the
post-Shutdown Oldies Social, whenever that may be.

So as not to make a meal of this, I would like to keep this to a short message but cannot
do that before turning once again to our ever-present Captain, Rog. Again Rog, thank
you for all your comms and pro-active nature in keeping everyone informed and
entertained, together with those active members on the social media platforms that we
have setup. I encourage you all to continue to participate in the innovative events and
challenges that are put out there and to remain as active as possible while we all ght
this scourge on our nation and world. As always, keep safe, keep t, be positive and stay
happy and see you on those screens…Cheers for now.

In parting, a poem that I felt worthy of sharing and for us all to spare a thought for our
leader, President Cyril Ramaphosa:

Mr President, You're Tired – by Claire Lagerwall

My President, you're �red
We can see it in your eyes
It's not really something
You can easily hide

We see you across
Our television screens
Addressing the na�on
On a history unseen

We see you stumble
Over words being said
And I pause to wonder
What's going on in your head

Are you coping Sir
With all that you face
A broken na�on
Looking to you for grace

Are you okay, Mr President
You look so sad
Your eyes tell a story
I'm sorry it's so bad

We pray for you
Hold you in our thoughts
This is a war
We have never fought

I'm glad that you're ours
That we don't have to share
That our precious na�on
Is under your care

With our cries of faith
We trusted God for a man
Who could steer a na�on
Into unknown lands

Thank you, my President
For being so brave
Whilst a na�on is judging
Each move that you've made

We pray for you Sir
We really do
And we thank God
For a leader like you

Justin
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